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ABSTRACT
LWIR imaging in military applications is often plagued by dust degraded visuals while
deployed in the field. The vast majority of current dust enhancement systems correct
degradation through the application of algorithms applied to an entire frame. This method of
applying the algorithm to the entire frame makes the implementation simple but does have a few
negatives. For example, global application of the algorithm inherently enhances clear sections of
an image as well as the dust occluded regions. This often produces unwanted artifacts and could
possibly result in false targeting. This thesis proposes to address those unwanted effects through
a combination of algorithmic and embedded systems development to create a dust quantification
method for LWIR imagers. By doing so, this thesis will attempt to answer the question of
whether it is possible to develop a system that detects dust locally and dynamically for further
use in real-time image enhancement applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Field military vehicles are often equipped with infra-red imaging sensors to aid personnel
in detecting targets and driving during night-time operations. These environments can become
visually obstructed by particle obscurants such as dust and fog, making it harder for vehicle
operators to discern possible environmental obstacles or threats. Certain adaptations of
algorithms such as Histogram Equalization (HE), Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram
Equalization (CLAHE), Block Matching 3D (BM3D), Dark Channel Priors, Spatio-Temporal
Averaging, and Multi-Scale Retinex can improve such visual obstructions in images under
limited conditions [1]-[9]. However, when the wrong parameters are chosen for these algorithms,
or when they are applied unnecessarily, the resultant image appears worse than before it was
processed. The parameters chosen for CLAHE in Figure 1 allowed for better visibility of targets
in the enhanced image, but diminished the overall un-obstructed visual image quality. When the
same parameters chosen with CLAHE were applied to a wholly un-obstructed scene in Figure 2,
the overall visual image quality decreased without any perceivable benefit. This implies the need
of an algorithm that can quantify the amount of dust in a scene so that the proper image
enhancement techniques can be chosen and applied in the appropriate areas.

Figure 1: CLAHE as applied to the whole frame improving visibility in obscured sections but decreasing overall
visual quality in unobstructed scenery (Left). The unprocessed original obstructed image (Right).
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Figure 2: Example of a clear scene unnecessarily using CLAHE and diminishing overall image quality (Left). The
unprocessed original clear image (Right).

Generally dust-related image enhancement tools apply globally to an entire image with a
single algorithm. These enhancements will tend to perform well in the regions that are occluded
but will impair vision and possibly introduce artifacts in the regions that are clear and
unobstructed. To address these issues, recent algorithms have shifted focus from a
global algorithmic application to more locally based enhancements. This shift is at the heart of
some of the more successful approaches such as CLAHE. However, even CLAHE has its
shortcomings given the dependence on block size and clip-limit. Additionally, real-time
implementation of dust enhancement methods have led to the search for procedures to
enable regional and semantic-based processing that would allow certain sections of the input
scene to be totally bypassed by processing based on the level of degradation. The publicly
available literature addressing this issue is minimal. Thus, the algorithmic and embedded system
enhancements detailed in this thesis aims to improve upon this process by finding locally
occluded areas in an infrared sensed image and determining a quantifiable level of occlusion for
them.
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Field deployment of this algorithm would further compound its complexity by
necessitating that the detection and enhancement processes would need be completed in within
the real-time system constraint of 30 frames per second (FPS). The time budget required for a 30
FPS system dictates that only 33.33ms of computation can be performed for each frame in order
to satisfy real-time processing window restrictions. This means that the algorithm needs to be
light-weight enough computationally in order to accommodate all the other calculations
necessary to enhance the image and still stay within the required time budget. This thesis also
explores the development of an algorithmic implementation that can meet these criteria.
The research described in the following section was completed in conjunction with a
contract through Sivananthan Laboratories, to enhance the performance of convoy operations in
dust degraded environments. Specifically, the goals of the project were to enhance current dust
quantification algorithms to help choose the appropriate image enhancement processes to clarify
targets for human observers. Benefactors of this research include the United States’ Combat
Capabilities Development Command C5ISR Center in Fort Belvoir, Virginia with the goal in
mind to help deployed servicemen operate in the field under visually degraded conditions.
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2 LWIR DATASET COLLECTION
In order to perform this research, test videos were provided to the University of Memphis
from Sivananthan Laboratories. These videos were captured in a resolution of 1920x1200p at 30
FPS and depict high definition scenes of dust obscurants occluding targets in the Long-Wave
Infrared (LWIR) spectrum. The two most common video types can be categorized as static target
videos, and moving target videos. The first type of video (type A) showed 4 static test targets at
fixed distances as dust rolled through the scene. The second type of video (type B) presented a
scene where a vehicle mounted camera would capture by following behind a truck that would
purposefully stir dust into the air. Type A videos were good for setting a known un-obstructed
versus obscured environment to support algorithmic development and perform tests for
verification. Type B videos were used for verifying the results of the algorithm via human visual
evaluation. The two figures below, Figure 3 and Figure 4, show snapshots from videos of type A
and B for when they are both clear and both obscured in order to visualize what this paper refers
to in terms of dust obscurants.

Figure 3: Type A video clear (left) and obscured (right).
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Figure 4: Type B video clear (left) and obscured (right).

The videos provided were obtained from a data collection specifically designed to mimic
conditions similar to those expected in current military theatres. The implication being that a
clear set of constraints were defined for the development of the dust quantification method. The
high resolution and FPS constraints increased the metric-creation difficulty by limiting options
only to techniques that performed in real-time. This issue was further compounded by the need
for this method to work in cooperation with other image enhancement calculations. These factors
ultimately contributed to the decision to employ a parallel processing approach to the overall
system implementation due to the performance benefits associated with these system types.
Therefore, identification of a light-weight and highly parallelizable dust quantification method
was added to the project implementation goals.
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3 SETTING UP A RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT
With thousands of images contiguously stored in multiple videos to perform data-analysis
on, a proper environment was required to gather ground truths, apply algorithms, and
systematically store results. This requirement was met in the form of a database created in
Python and SQLite3. The Python database stored results of experiments performed on the type A
videos as described in the section above. These videos were perfect for this kind of processing
due to the static nature of the scenery. This allowed the fixed coordinates of these targets to be
stored into the database without needing to calculate where the targets were each frame. The
target’s immobility also allowed the collection of uniform initial conditions which would provide
a way to measure ground truth occlusion more precisely. As shown in the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) diagram below in Figure 5, the database has 3 tables, one for the video, the
frames in that video, and the targets that are held in each frame.

Figure 5: UML database diagram.

The database keeps track of the information at each of the 4 target locations and the
immediate surroundings of those target locations with their respective regions defined as seen in
Figure 6. The different regions offered insight to the efficacy of many algorithms. For example,
where some methods would work on the high contrast regions exceptionally well they would
6

simultaneously tend to under-perform in the low contrast regions by comparison. The sides of
the targets represented low contrast regions which became most interesting when testing new
methods to see if these algorithms could work on a contrast limited section of an image. These
areas were particularly important in conditions where the area was highly uniform, yet still
relatively unobstructed by any medium.

Figure 6: Example of the targets and the sides of those targets from a Type A video.

The need for a properly conceptualized testbed and research environment displayed itself
evidently as more processing techniques were added to the videos. A single 90 second video
could take up to 30 minutes to process. The database saved valuable time by storing all the data
and results of these processed videos so that proper data analysis could occur without having to
re-process every video for each change between graphs or adding new metrics.
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4 DEFINING SIGNALS AND NOISE
Definitions
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) in a contemporary electrical setting is defined as the ratio
between the power of the signal and the power of the noise that has convolved with the signal. It
is a metric used to determine the quality of the signal, and its usefulness. Within an image
processing context, SNR can take on many different definitions considering that both the signal
and noise are typically abstract and subjective in nature. For the purpose of this thesis the signal
will be defined as any un-obstructed view of a LWIR image, where dust and other particle
obscurants are classified as noise. This definition closely works with classical SNR definitions in
asking qualitative questions about the image; so SNR was investigated as a possible baseline
metric for determining dust obscured scenes.
Mean over Sigma
Image processing texts commonly define the SNR as the mean of the image divided by
its standard deviation (SD) as seen in (1) [10]. It can be shown that the standard deviation of an
image directly correlates with higher Gaussian noise levels in that scene [11]. This method works
well with electrically induced noise, as the noise will introduce a Gaussian pattern of speckles
into the scene [12] raising the standard deviation in relation to the average therefore causing the
SNR to drop. This SNR metric; however, fails to account for the specific definitions of signal
and noise pertaining to dust obscurants, so other methods were researched.

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
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𝜇𝑖𝑚𝑔
𝜎𝑖𝑚𝑔

(1)

When dust rolled through the scene, it could be seen that the average could rise, lower, or
not change at all, while the standard deviation would consistently decrease. This explains why
the mean over sigma method could not adapt well to this definition, as dust appeared to create a
more uniform scene rather than a varied one.
Gonzalez and Woods
The baseline SNR method did not need to determine the quality of dynamic scenes, it
only needed to give a method for quantifying a static scene’s dust occlusion over time. This
allowed for metrics that used a reference image as the source to compare occluded scenes with.
The nature of type A videos gave well-known initial conditions for the scene with little variance
from environmental factors. By taking frame 0 from type A videos, this would allow a
comparison to be made across all other frames of the video in reference to how occluded they
might be. Considering the changes occurred in the scene only resulted via dust occlusion, the
changes could be classified as some metric of dust occlusion.

𝑆𝑁𝑅 =

𝑁−1
2
∑𝑀−1
𝑥=0 ∑𝑦=0 𝑓𝑛 (𝑥,𝑦)
𝑁−1
2
∑𝑀−1
𝑥=0 ∑𝑦=0 [𝑓0 (𝑥,𝑦)−𝑓𝑛 (𝑥,𝑦)]

(2)

These criteria of features lead to a method as outlined in Digital Image Processing by
Rafael C. Gonzalez and Richard E, Woods [10]. The method takes into account a hypothetical
pristine image collected at frame 0 and compares it against all other frames by a ratio of absolute
change squared. As seen in (2), the observed image 𝑓𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) is divided by a function of the
change between itself and the initial pristine image 𝑓0 (𝑥, 𝑦). The performance for this metric can
be seen in Figure 7 below. This allowed a consistent metric for quantifying dust in the scene for
the static imagery, which would help to compare against theorized dust SNR estimation methods.
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Figure 7: Gonzalez and Woods SNR method for a type A video with target 4 visual comparison.

This SNR method visually paralleled what could be verified by human perception about
type A videos. As the dust cloud rolled over the targets from around frame 100 to 400, the SNR
plummeted as seen in Figure 7 above; the SNR then slowly increased as the scene cleared up for
the rest of the video. This SNR method provided an accurate model to compare dynamic SNR
methods against and was subsequently used to test all dynamic methods in the next section.
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5 NON-REFERENCE METRICS
The static SNR method for quantifying dust occlusion would only work under certain
circumstances. Specifically the scenery had to be completely fixed and have a known initial
condition for the pristine target. These restrictions effectively eliminate this SNR estimation
method from consideration with applications involving moving environments. For the purpose of
this research, these are precisely the arenas in which this metric must work most prominently.
With no fixed scenery or predefined targets, the technique needed to perform without initial
references. This called for the development of a dynamic SNR estimation method which could
work with ever-changing conditions.
Spectral Methods
One of the immediate areas of research pursued was into spectral quantification methods.
The theory proposed was that dust could soften the edges of the images captured from occluded
objects, thus the dust would act somewhat like a Gaussian blur filter. Performing a 2D Fourier
transform on sections of the image would allow analysis of this type of behavior. Static targets
were used as sub-images to study the effects dust had on their spectral content. With a need for
this method to be reference-less, a metric was devised that attempted to generalize details about
the transformed data. The metric would measure the ratio of spectral energy within the center
frequencies vs the outer-masked spectral frequencies in the image. The theory behind this was
driven by the fact that lower variation images have more spectral content in their lower bands
[13] and therefore provide a possible method to characterize dust obscurant density considering
dust typically occludes with smooth uniform features. For an image of M rows by N columns, the
following equations in (3) outline how this “Radial Energy Metric” is calculated.
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𝑚

𝑛

−2𝜋𝑗(𝑢 +𝑣 )
𝑁−1
𝑀
𝑁
𝐹[𝑢, 𝑣] = ∑𝑀−1
𝑚=0 ∑𝑛=0 𝑓[𝑚, 𝑛]𝑒

(3.a)

𝐹𝑠 [𝑢, 𝑣] = 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡(𝐹[𝑢, 𝑣])

(3.b)

𝑀 2

𝑁 2

𝑀[𝑢, 𝑣] = √(𝑢 − ) + (𝑣 − ) ≥
2
2

𝑀
2

∑𝑀−1 ∑𝑁−1|𝐹 [𝑢,𝑣]|∙𝑀[𝑢,𝑣]

𝑢=0 𝑣=0 𝑠
𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 = ∑𝑀−1
∑𝑁−1|𝐹
𝑢=0

𝑣=0

𝑠 [𝑢,𝑣]|⋅¬𝑀[𝑢,𝑣]

(3.c)

(3.d)

The metric begins in (3.a) describing 𝐹[𝑢, 𝑣] which is the discrete 2D spatial transform
of an image 𝑓[𝑚, 𝑛] with M x N dimensions. The next step in (3.b) performs a Fourier shift that
re-centers the zero frequencies to be in the center of the resulting image 𝐹𝑠 [𝑢, 𝑣]. The creation of
the circular mask 𝑀[𝑢, 𝑣] in (3.c) defines a circle centered in the middle of the M x N picture and
𝑀

has a radius equal to 2 . The radius must be calculated from the shorter dimension to ensure the
metric stays inside of all the dimensions. The creation of this mask is achieved by creating an

M x N 2D array with each cell of the array equating to its discrete distance from the topological
𝑀 𝑁

center-point ( 2 , 2 ). As seen in Figure 8, each cell is then discerned with the ≥ logical operator
against the desired radius to achieve a mask of 1’s and 0’s. The mask is then applied to |𝐹𝑠 [𝑢, 𝑣]|
to extract the low frequency data which is divided by the logically inversed extraction of the
higher frequencies.
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Figure 8: Resulting 2D mask of 1’s and 0’s to extract spectral magnitude data with (left). Extracted Fourier
magnitude data for the lower band (right).

Initial results for this metric showed promise as seen in figure 9 where the metric
somewhat correlated with the SNR metric data in figure 7. It should be noted that the presented
results did require additional computations beyond those described in the equations as the data
had to be normalized after processing. Measuring against the total energy summed in the
magnitude plot would most likely eliminate this problem. In Figure 9, each target shows a spike
when it is about to be occluded; this relates to the edge of the dust cloud rolling over the targets
spiking a high horizontal frequency.
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Figure 9: Radial Energy Metric as applied to targets in a type A video.

The problems for this metric quickly start to outweigh its merits. The necessitation for
post-normalization meant the metric could not work on its own for all scenery types in the field.
The circular approach proved to work well enough, but an ovular format would better stretch to
the lopsided dimensions more correctly. When the algorithm was applied to the contrast-limited
areas near the targets, the correlation to occlusion became erratic and non-conclusive. This
metric also proved to be computationally expensive and would not work in a real time
environment under the low power conditions set by the contract.
Statistical Methods
Statistical methods of SNR estimation were also considered and evaluated accordingly.
Some of the methods considered included the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the Cramér–von Mises
criterion, and Kuiper’s test [14]. The most prominent results came from the non-parametric
Kuiper test. This metric tests the relationship between a referenced histogram’s cumulative
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distribution function (CDF) and the CDF of the observed scenery [15]. While the dynamic SNR
estimation method needed to be reference-less, it could be possible to pre-calculate reference
CDFs based on common unobstructed natural scenery in the LWIR spectrum. From manual
observations, the width of histograms in occluded scenery would severely diminish in relation to
un-obstructed histograms [16, Fig. 13]. Appendix A contains a study performed on the effects of
dust occlusion on the histograms of LWIR targets. These figures in Appendix A show the effects
dust has in diminishing the histograms of otherwise unobstructed scenery. These findings lead to
the use of this test to find diminished histograms. The more obscured the image became, the
sharper CDF’s slope would become; this in turn increased the distance measured between the
observed CDF and the reference CDF.

𝐷+ = max[𝐹(𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝑅(𝑥𝑖 )]

(4.a)

𝐷− = min[𝐹(𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝑅(𝑥𝑖 )]

(4.b)

𝑉 = 𝐷+ + 𝐷 −

(4.c)

The calculations involved in the determination of the Kuiper test statistic can be seen
above in (4). 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 ) represents the CDF of the observed image’s histogram and 𝑅(𝑥𝑖 ) represents
the reference CDF set to test against. D+ and D- show the maximum distances between the two
CDFs as seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Example of the formations of D+ and D- between two CDFs.

Scenes from type A videos were averaged together to get a reference histogram to use in
the Kuiper test. The reference histogram was then used for comparison with the histograms
extracted from the targets and side sections in a type A video. The results in Figure 11, indicate
mild success with this metric. When the resulting value V was inversed, a strong correlation
between the SNR calculated in Figure 7 and in the Kuiper test appeared. While the general shape
of each individual curve seems to closely follow the pre-calculated SNRs, the starting levels of
each line’s data vary greatly. The sides of the targets could potentially be classified as obstructed
as they are below common obstructed values as seen in the targets’ data. This problem could
potentially be solved by dynamically adjusting the average while keeping the shape of the
reference CDF.
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Figure 11: Kuiper test as performed on a type A video with reference to an averaged histogram made from various
sections in the test video.

Standard Deviation
The reason for the Kuiper’s test success was mainly due to the fact that occluded
histograms would decrease in overall width, so a new metric was considered with these
properties in mind. An image’s histogram acts as a probability density function for all the values
held within it. Nearly all values in a Gaussian distribution exist within 3 standard deviations from
the mean, meaning the width of the entire probability spectrum is 6 σ. By using this postulate
along with the diminishing variance in occluded scenery, the standard deviation was researched
as a possible lightweight dust occlusion metric.

𝜇=
𝜎=√

1
𝑀⋅𝑁

1
𝑀⋅𝑁

𝑁−1
∑𝑀−1
𝑚=0 ∑𝑛=0 𝑓[𝑚, 𝑛]

𝑁−1
2
∑𝑀−1
𝑚=0 ∑𝑛=0 |𝑓[𝑚, 𝑛] − 𝜇|
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(5.a)
(5.b)

The regular definition for calculating the standard deviation as seen in (5) was used and
applied to the extracted targets and sections from a type A video. The results of this process are
outlined in Figure 12. This statistical metric generated results similar to the Kuiper metric but
with the added benefit of independence from pre-calculated probable reference distributions. The
results; however, still suffered from the difference in un-obstructed value starting points. Some
of the unobstructed portions of the sides of the targets still could be classified as occluded in
relation to the targets.

Figure 12: The standard deviation as applied to a type A video.

Histogram Width
Many of the previous method’s successes stemmed from histogram measurements, so a
direct width measurement was devised. This metric calculated the histogram of an image section,
took its CDF, and then measured the full width of values from the lowest part of the CDF to the
highest part. As seen in Figure 13, the width is defined as the number of bins encompassed
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between the two bin indexes corresponding to the pre-chosen min and max cumulative
probability percentages.

Figure 13: Example of finding a histogram width with a CDF using a Gaussian distribution.

The math for this method is seen in (6) and makes use of discrete mathematics using the
“argmin” function. Predetermined pmin and pmax values are chosen which dictate the min and max
percentages that the width will fall between. By taking the absolute value of the CDF subtracted
by either pmin or pmax, allows argmin to find the exact corresponding bin value for that percentage.
The results demonstrating how subtraction zeros out the CDF for the argmin function to detect
can be seen in Figure 14. Once the two bin values are found, they are subtracted from each other
to give resulting histogram width.

𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛(|𝐶[𝑥] − 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 |) − 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛(|𝐶[𝑥] − 𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛 |)
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(6)

Figure 14: Absolute value graphs of a CDF with relevant subtractions.

The results of this metric, as seen in Figure 15, display a much stronger correlation than
the standard deviation when using appropriate p values. The best result were obtained with pmin =
0.001% and pmax = 99.9%.The distinction between the clear values for the targets and contrast
limited target surroundings are much closer together than in any of the previous metrics. These
results would make it much easier to determine a common threshold for occluded values in any
part of the scene.
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Figure 15: The histogram width metric calculated on a type A video.

Selecting the correct p values was the most important component of making this metric
work. Initially 5% and 95% values were chosen and the results were mostly similar to what the
standard deviation gave. By exploring different percentile widths it was found that encompassing
the entire width of the histogram yielded the best results; the exploration of this can be seen in
multiple graphs in Appendix B. This led to choosing a 0.1%-99.9% width for determining
occlusion. In a perfect imaging sensor, the lowest non-zero bin value and the highest non-zero
bin value could be used to determine the width instead of taking the width from small
percentages. However, imaging sensors are susceptible to noise and dead pixels, so the
percentage accommodation must be made. When an image sensor has a dead or saturated pixel,
the smallest and highest values would completely destroy the metric if the percentage approach
was not used. Choosing the correct p values based of the total size of the image evaluated makes
it a great and robust metric that can filter out noise and be impervious to dead pixels.
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Histogram Width vs. Standard Deviation
While this metric is highly similar to the standard deviation, it has multiple advantages
over it for this use case. If all the histograms being measured were perfect Gaussian distributions,
these metrics would mostly offer the same results. However, nearly all the data being processed
is highly varied in nature. Figure 16 shows the example histograms obtained from a scene like
the one just described. Specifically, it depicts two Gaussian distributions with similar standard
deviations. The information desired here is that a wide variety of values are covered across the
whole spectrum. The standard deviation here fails to deliver that message as reliably as the
histogram width does. For example, the single Gaussian distribution shown in the left half of
Figure 16 has a width of 185 and standard deviation of 28.69. The right half of Figure 16 shows
two distributions adjacent to each other. The standard deviation of the second histogram barely
changes to 38.15 while the histogram width doubles and increases to 373. This factor is
important for determining dust occlusion as scenes become narrower when dust obstructs them
as seen in Appendix A and in Lies’ study [16].

Figure 16: Demonstration of the Histogram Width and Standard Deviation when applied to Gaussian and nonGaussian distributions.
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6 DUST METRIC PARAMETERIZATION
The histogram width as described in the previous section conveyed a uniformly-relative
way of characterizing image quality in relation to dust occlusion. However, the curves
determined by the static tests in Figure 15 needed to be properly segmented to determine when a
section of an image has become dust occluded. This process can be done through simple
thresholding or with machine learning techniques.
Tile Grid Size Determination
In order to discern occluded parts of an image from clear parts, the dust metric algorithm
would be applied to an image via a grid of tiles. With the enhancement applications being
developed by Sivananthan Laboratories, a grid of 8 by 6 tiles was chosen at their discretion. This
offered a pre-determined constraint for how the dust metric would be implemented. Each tile
would be independently evaluated and enhanced based off of multiple factors including the dust
metric. An example of this grid of 48 tiles can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17: The 8x6 tile grid arrangement for applying image enhancements.
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Considering that the dust metric performs better with smaller sections of images, each tile
was split into four sub quadrants for the dust metric to work and deliver 4 different dust metric
values to each tile to evaluate for occlusion. Figure 18 shows the composition of the quadrants
for each tile in the tile grid which would equate to a total of 192 quadrants being evaluated per
frame.

Figure 18: Composition of a tile where the dust metric is applied to each quadrant.

Threshold Determination
The threshold for occlusion determines the efficacy of related dust detection and
correction systems. For the purpose of this paper the histogram width dust metric offered a
quantifiable value of dust in a scene that an AI could train against for correction purposes. With
human evaluation a hard threshold or mapped range of values is needed for determining dust
occlusion. This algorithm was designed to have an even and defined threshold for all parts of the
image including contrast limited portions as discussed in the end of section 5. The image data
researched within this paper uses 16-bit LWIR data, so the appropriate thresholding will be
different than when using 14-bit, 10-bit, or 8-bit data. Values for thresholding could also vary
with natural scene emission differences. While the natural scenery found in this thesis’ received
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dataset provided a common working threshold throughout all the videos, this could not be the
case in wholly different environments.
The true limiting factor in finding a working occlusion threshold lies within the
histogram width of the most common contrast limited object of that environment. For the dataset
provided, this would be the static-ground’s sand and dirt. It was observed that the sand in these
environments typically had a range of 1000 values composing their respected image sections
when un-obstructed. With these facts in mind and with results from the static target videos in
Figure 15, a manual threshold of 500 was determined for the following verifications and test case
uses in this thesis.
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7 DYNAMIC DUST METRIC VERIFICATION
The histogram-based dust metric proved to perform well in static environments and a
plan for applying it had been developed, so the next step was to verify its usefulness in dynamic
scenarios. A test bench in Python was written to overlay colors onto a video to visually present
whether an image section was obscured or not. A color scale of red to green was used, where red
was the most occluded and green was the least occluded based on an empirically determined
threshold found from the data in the static tests. With a chosen threshold of 500 bins, a way to
map the dust metric value to a color-space was needed for visual verification. Within “Hue,
Saturation, Value” (HSV) color-space a direct relation can be mapped between red and green;
this relationship made it easy to map and overlay values on the test videos by using an upperbound clipped logarithmic curve. Figure 19 shows the relationship of the histogram width value
to the corresponding color for the proceeding overlaid verification videos.

Figure 19: Logarithmic relationship of mapping the hue to a resulting histogram width value.
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The color overlay test was first performed on the static targets of a type A video which
resulted in a video that properly tracked the dust cloud as it rolled over the scene. As seen in
Figures 20 and 21, the dust metric applies a green tint over clear portions of the image; while the
sand is tinted yellow-green, it is still considered clear in this model at values ranging from 600 to
1200. All of the dust cloud portions are valued at 500 and below except for the edges which are
receiving a higher contrast due to including clear scenery within their respected squares. A
comprehensive archive of images demonstrating the dust metric’s performance for a type A
video can be seen in Appendix C.

Figure 20: Dust Metric overlay of a clear scene from a type A video.

Figure 21: Dust Metric overlay of an occluded scene of a type B video.
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The dust metric overlay was then applied to a type B video to verify its relative
performance with dynamic scenery visually. Figure 22 shows an entirely clear scene and the
adjacent processed video presenting only green values, indicating minimal to no dust occlusion.
Conversely, Figure 23 shows a highly occluded scene with red to orange values overlaying on
the correctly occluded tiles. A comprehensive archive of images showing this dust metric overlay
on dynamic scenery can be seen Appendix C. These results indicate that the dust metric could
work independently without references and track dust in dynamic environments.

Figure 22: Dust Metric overlay of a clear scene of a type B video.

Figure 23: Dust Metric overlay of an occluded scene of a type B video.
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8 REAL TIME IMPLEMENTATION
For this project, the dust metric had to be developed for the NVIDIA Jetson Xavier, a 512
CUDA core multiprocessor with low and efficient power consumption. This platform would
provide all the computational power for streaming input frames, processing metrics, enhancing
image sections, and delivering a fully rendered output to the desired monitor. With the dust
metric being applied to 192 sub-images per frame, this meant the dust metric needed to be
written in CUDA C/C++ to be applicably embedded within the pre-determined hardware choice
by Sivananthan Laboratories and perform in real time.
Xavier and CUDA
The Xavier is comprised of eight streaming multiprocessors (SMP) with 64 CUDA cores
each. Each core in a SMP runs under the “single instruction, multiple data” (SIMD) paradigm,
where all 64 cores in an SMP will perform the exact same instruction as all the others, but use
different data stored within their local caches [17]. Each SMP can run different sets of
instructions if instructed to via initiating multiple streams, but for the dust metric, this was not
necessary. Conditionals and branches in CUDA are handled by masking off the cores evaluated
to one condition and finishing those computations before continuing with the other condition by
masking off the cores that have already finished; this makes conditional code highly inefficient
to run on CUDA.
CUDA code is executed through kernels which are generalized parallelizable functions
launched into the SMPs parameterized by their block and thread size. One thread is designated to
one CUDA core and each block correlates to an SMP which the threads will operate in [18]. For
example if a kernel is called with two blocks and 51 threads, a total of 102 threads are launched
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with 51 threads executing simultaneously on two SMPs. These threads will all complete in the
same time barring no conditional divergence is encountered in the threads. The other 13 cores in
each SMP will stay dormant and unused because all 64 cores in the SMP are required to run the
same instruction. Figure 24 shows how this kind of kernel call is executed visually in a CUDA
graphics processing unit (GPU). The Xavier Jetson is capable of running 512 threads in parallel
at any given time under the pretense that the allocated blocks and threads are launched in a
multiple 2 for the blocks and a multiple of 64 for the threads.

Figure 24: Example of a CUDA execution on two SMPs with a kernel launch of 2 blocks and 51 threads. Green
blocks are active CUDA cores, white blocks are dormant.

CUDA Implementation
With the dynamic Python implementation running at 2.5 seconds per frame, some serious
optimization was needed to implement this algorithm on an embedded system in real time. By
porting over the code from Python to serial C++ a large improvement was already seen at 60ms
per frame. However, the time budget for a real time 30fps application is 33ms, so many more
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improvements were needed. Making use of the Xavier’s CUDA hardware would drastically
increase the computing time of the algorithm if done correctly. The algorithm quickly ran into
problems with parallelization when attempting to create histograms for each of the 192 sub
images. When two cores tried to increase the value of the same bin at the same time a race
condition was met and an atomic addition was required to reliably create a histogram with
multiple cores attached to each sub image. This made the time to compute the 192 histograms for
each frame highly varied and unpredictable; at times the metric became slower than the serial
version of the code. To attempt to solve this, a serial/parallel method was devised for this part of
the algorithm. Only a single core would be attached to a single sub-image; this way no race
conditions could occur, but each core had to process a lot of information in serial. This process
guaranteed the histograms to be built reliably and with little variation in timing between each
frame.
The CDF portion of the algorithm also presented some trouble with respect to
parallelization. Obtaining a CDF is a highly serialized process, as each value requires the
previous value when building the CDF. Finding the width of the CDF also proved to be
difficult/slow in CUDA due to finding the exact indices of the discrete distribution’s pmin and
pmax. Each CDF had to be built by a single core and then evaluated by two cores looking at the
high and low side. Timing results of the histogram and CDF method of the dust metric in CUDA
were lower than the C++ implementation at 25ms per frame, which meets the real time budget;
however, the dust metric is only one part of a larger enhancement system so even further
optimizations were needed.
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Algorithm Enhancements in CUDA
Although improvements were made over the serial C++ application of the algorithm,
many parts of the CUDA dust metric were still being held up via serial requirements in its
current form. The algorithm as mathematically defined in prior sections was too inefficient for
direct parallelization. So in order to optimize this algorithm further a new approach was required.
The dust metric used a min/max bounded CDF approach to eliminate dead pixels and noise from
the resulting histogram width, but its implementation was proving to be too slow for current
hardware real-time applications. By optimizing and rethinking the highly serialized noise
filtering method of this algorithm, large improvements to the speed of the metric could be made
[19]. Instead of building an entire histogram and storing it in memory for each section, only the
highest and lowest values would be evaluated for each section. In order to filter out dead pixels,
noise, and saturated pixels, a quartet of pixels was evaluated. Each quartet discarded the highest
and lowest values then and then subsequently averaged the middle two values for the resultant
value. The sorting method used an efficient 4 step sort; typically to sort an array of 4 values
would take 5 steps, but with this method 4 steps guarantees the highest and lowest values are
sorted correctly. Considering the middle two values will be averaged together, the 5th step is not
required and saved on some computing time. Figure 25 shows the quartet formation and sorting
process in action. With these new changes, the algorithm performed as well as the original
concept and kept within less than a percent of deviation from the original values when testing the
same datasets.
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Figure 25: Quartet formation and sorting algorithm.

Figure 26: A sectioned up image frame with visual representation of CUDA resource allocation to each area.
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The algorithm’s CUDA resources are allocated as seen above in Figure 26. Four blocks
are launched with 48 threads each. Each thread takes a sub section of the image from the tile grid
scans through the quadrant with algorithm as described in the paragraph above noting the highest
and lowest values of the respective quadrant. The values are then stored into two contiguous
arrays of 192 values. Another kernel is called to subtract these two arrays resulting in the
histogram width. In-depth code for this CUDA method can be seen in Appendix D.
Timing Results
This new method proved to be highly efficient and fast at 1.75ms per frame to calculate
all 192 dust metrics for the image. As seen in Table 1, the timings relative to the initial Python
code improved immensely. When the optimized CUDA algorithm was compared against the
initial Python code a massive speedup of ~1400x was seen, allowing for other computations to
be performed within the time budget.
Implementation

Timing

Speed Increase

Python

2500ms

1.0x

Serial C++

60ms

41.7x

Histogram/CDF CUDA

25ms

100.0x

Min/Max Filtering CUDA

1.75ms

1428.6x

Table 1: Timing results for each method.
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9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The dust metric as outlined in the previous sections was used in a larger dust
enhancement project developed at Sivananthan Laboratories and was largely successful. The dust
metric was used in conjunction with an AI on the Jetson Xavier to identify dust occluded
sections of images and enhance them accordingly with appropriate algorithms and parameters
chosen by the AI.
The algorithm development set out to find a method of dust classification in the LWIR
spectrum and perform in real time. With a computational time budget of 33ms, at 1.75ms per
frame the developed dust metric met these timing requirements with enough time left over for
other algorithms to be implemented to enhance the image and perform other statistical analyses.
The use of CUDA and method optimizations greatly improved the algorithms speed with a final
speed increase of nearly 1500 times the original algorithms performance.
Future Work
Further work could be performed in finding common minimal histogram widths of LWIR
natural scenery. Different Environments such as cityscapes and country-sides will have disparate
terrain and object compositions. This will in turn affect the lowest common un-obstructed
histogram width present in the observed imagery. The image sensor sensitivity also plays a large
part in the efficacy of the algorithm, with smaller quantizable sensed values being preferred.
Looking into the feasibility of less-capable sensors with the dust detection algorithm could offer
the similar results with cheaper equipment.
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Appendix A
This section explores the general histogram shapes of dust diminished target imagery as
taken from static target dust occlusion videos. The general consensus of these images is that dust
occlusion will severely diminish the histograms of otherwise clearly sensed objects. The 16 bit
image data provided pixel data of 0-65535 possible values. The histograms here are built with
2048 total bins and the x-axis is fixed and cropped between 30500 and 36500 to accurately
portray the diminishing effects over time.

1. The histogram of target 3 presents itself as wide and varied when no dust occlusion is occurring.
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2. The histogram begins to diminish as target 3 begins to experience light to medium dust occlusion.

3. Target 3 is now heavily obstructed in medium to heavy dust occlusion and displays a severely diminished
histogram in relation to the initial distribution.
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4. The histogram is very diminished now undergoing a heavy dust occlusion with very little features present in the
distribution.

5. The histogram widens back up but still stays diminished in light dust occlusion
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Appendix B
The following graphs demonstrate the pattern of increased algorithmic enhancement as
described in section 5 Non-reference Metrics: Histogram Width.

1. pmin = 0.1, pmax = 0.9

2. pmin = 0.05, pmax = 0.95
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3. pmin = 0.02, pmax = 0.98

4. pmin = 0.01, pmax = 0.99
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5. pmin = 0.005, pmax = 0.995

6. pmin = 0.001, pmax = 0.999
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Appendix C
This appendix further elaborates on the comprehensive results of the dynamic static dust
metric verification overlay videos using a simple threshold at 500 bins and a simple color
scheme for occluded sections for better visibility on paper.
Type A video

1. A dust cloud forms at the left hand of the image which will roll over the targets over the next 30 seconds. 4 tiles
are emitting false positives in the sky which are barely under the occlusion threshold at ~490.

2. The dust cloud grows larger and begins to move across the screen, more of the dust has been detected as it is
covering a larger area of the sampled tiles.
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3. The dust cloud now occludes most of the targets and is detected by the algorithm. The far right target (Target 4 in
all relevant graphs) is experiencing a light amount of dust occlusion but not yet detected.

4. Target 4 now experiencing a heavier occlusion is detected by the algorithm with the simple threshold.

5. The entire image is now occluded by dust whether partially or wholly.
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6. The dust cloud clears up nearly completely and most of the scene returns to un-obstructed except for some strip of
the sky which is still barely under the threshold at ~490.

Type B video

7. The scene is clear and the algorithm presents it as such in the left image.

8. The truck starts moving and purposefully kicking up a dust cloud. The dust metric detects part of it in the sampled
zones and overlays it on the output.
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9. The truck continues to move and kick more dust into the air with the metric detecting most of the dust in the scene.
There is a minor amount of dust in the sky which pushes the already near-threshold square into being labeled
occluded.

10. The dust metric detects the occluded parts of the image. The trees and road are still visible and remain labeled
clear on the output.

11. More dust enters the scene and takes up most of the image.
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12. An example of the dust metric tracking an oddly shaped dust cloud.

13. Another example of the dust metric discerning heavier occlusions with the road having a discernable region of
occluded on un-obstructed in the lower right.

14. A cloud dust blowing to the right and well tracked by the algorithm in its triangular shape.
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15. When all the dust has settled, the scene is labeled as entirely clear.
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Appendix D
This code sets up macros to be used further down in the program. The CUDA_CHECK
macro is only used to make the code more readable and provide error checking for CUDA
related functions/kernel calls. The SWAP macro is used for readability and for some minor
efficiency within the dust metric evaluation kernel.
#define CUDA_CHECK(ERR) \
if (ERR != cudaSuccess) { \
cout << "Cuda Error at '" << __LINE__ << "': "; \
printf("Error: %s\n", cudaGetErrorString(ERR)); \
}
#define SWAP(X, Y, TEMP) { \
TEMP = X; \
X = Y; \
Y = TEMP; \
}

These are the parameters used in the development of this algorithm and are optimized for
this implementation of the dust metric. These parameters, as with the entire program, expect an
input frame in contiguous memory of 16 bit depth per pixel.

const int TILE_COLS = 8;
// 8 tiles high with quadrants effective 16 columns
const int TILE_ROWS = 6;
// 6 tiles wide with quadrants effective 12 rows
const int TILE_SIZE = TILE_COLS*TILE_ROWS; // 8x6 tiles
const int RESOLUTION_ROWS = 1200;
const int RESOLUTION_COLS = 1920;
const int RESOLUTION = RESOLUTION_ROWS*RESOLUTION_COLS;
const int FRAME_BYTES = RESOLUTION*sizeof(uint16_t);
const int FRAME_FLOAT_BYTES = RESOLUTION*sizeof(float);
const int DUST_METRIC_BYTES = TILE_SIZE*sizeof(int);
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This code is the basis of the dust metric CUDA kernel. The algorithm works as described
in section 8. The kernel will be launched in main and is made to be configurable to different
resolutions and tile grid sizes based off the above parameters but the program is optimized for
the parameters given as stated above.
/*
* Gets the minimum and maximum vlaue of a noise suppressed quadrant in a tile
* @param valueMapMin The return array that holds the minimum value found in each quadrant
* @param valueMapMax The return array that holds the maximum value found in each quadrant
* @param quadrantAvg The return array that holds the average value found in each quadrant
* @param frame The full frame Preferably 1920x1200
* @param numRows Number of rows in the full frame
* @param numCols Number of columns in full frame
* @param tileRows Number of rows in the tile grid
* @param tileCols Number of columns in the tile grid
*/
__global__ void dustMetricBounds(int* valueMapMin, int* valueMapMax, int* quadrantAvg, uint16_t* frame, const int
numRows, const int numCols, const int tileRows, const int tileCols)
{
int tIdx = threadIdx.x;
int bIdx = blockIdx.x;
int idx = tIdx + (bIdx*(tileRows*tileCols));
const int rowRes = numRows / (tileRows * 2);
const int colRes = numCols / (tileCols * 2);
const int rowGridLoc = idx / (tileCols * 2);
const int colGridLoc = idx % (tileCols * 2);
const int rowStart = rowGridLoc * (numRows / (tileRows * 2));
const int colStart = colGridLoc * (numCols / (tileCols * 2));
long avg = 0;
int serialIndex = 0;
int quartet[4];
int min = 65536;
int max = 0;
int val;
for (int row = rowStart; row < rowStart + rowRes; row += 2) {
for (int col = colStart; col < colStart + colRes; col += 2) {
quartet[0] = frame[col + row * numCols];
quartet[1] = frame[(col + 1) + row * numCols];
quartet[2] = frame[col + (row + 1) * numCols];
quartet[3] = frame[(col + 1) + (row + 1) * numCols];
// Efficent sort for size of 4 using macros
int temp;
if (quartet[0] > quartet[1]) SWAP(quartet[0], quartet[1], temp);
if (quartet[2] > quartet[3]) SWAP(quartet[2], quartet[3], temp);
if (quartet[0] > quartet[2]) SWAP(quartet[0], quartet[2], temp);
if (quartet[1] > quartet[3]) SWAP(quartet[1], quartet[3], temp);
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// Next line not needed, but would fully sort if necessary
//if (quartet[1] > quartet[2]) SWAP(quartet[1], quartet[2], temp);
val = (quartet[1] + quartet[2]) / 2;
if (val < min)
min = val;
if (val > max)
max = val;
avg += (quartet[0] + quartet[1] + quartet[2] + quartet[3]);
serialIndex++;
}
}
quadrantAvg[idx] = avg/(rowRes*colRes);
valueMapMin[idx] = min;
valueMapMax[idx] = max;
}

/*
* Calculates the dust metric based off of the minimum and maximum values found in a quadrant
* @param dustMetric The return array which holds the contiguous data about the dust metric in each quadrant
* @param valueMapMin The array that holds the minimum value found in each quadrant
* @param valueMapMax The array that holds the maximum value found in each quadrant
*/
__global__ void dustMetric(int* dustMetric, int* valueMapMin, int* valueMapMax) {
int idx = threadIdx.x;
dustMetric[idx] = valueMapMax[idx] - valueMapMin[idx];
}
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This code executes in main and sets up memory and kernel calls for the dust metric to use.
A hypothetical u_frame is included which can be any contiguously stored image of 16 bit depth
as described by the initial parameters
// Holds 192 contiguous vlaues correlating the dust metric in quadrant of each tile
int* u_dustMetric = NULL;
CUDA_CHECK(cudaMallocManaged(&u_dustMetric, DUST_METRIC_BYTES));
// Stores the minimum value found in eaxch quadrant
int* u_dustMetricMin = NULL;
CUDA_CHECK(cudaMallocManaged(&u_dustMetricMin, DUST_METRIC_BYTES));
// Stores the max value found in each quadrant
int* u_dustMetricMax = NULL;
CUDA_CHECK(cudaMallocManaged(&u_dustMetricMax, DUST_METRIC_BYTES));
// Get min and max for each quadrant
dustMetricBounds<<<4, TILE_SIZE>>>(u_dustMetricMin, u_dustMetricMax, u_quadrantAvg, u_frame,
RESOLUTION_ROWS, RESOLUTION_COLS, TILE_ROWS, TILE_COLS);
CUDA_CHECK(cudaDeviceSynchronize());
// Evaluate histogram width based off of min and max for each quadrant in each tile
dustMetric<<<1, TILE_SIZE*4>>>(u_dustMetric, u_dustMetricMin, u_dustMetricMax);
CUDA_CHECK(cudaDeviceSynchronize());
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